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What We're Reading

new and that they should always keep reaching for their goals.”

Michele’s future plans include an online master’s in business computer science, but I didn’t really want to change careers, and how many credits I had that would transfer, and I needed to know about to go up to the next level, and I knew in order that to do that I would her 11-year career at Lockheed Martin and to set an example.

about different personality types and how to communicate effectively. All statistics is extremely important, and on the supervision side, we learn supervision and management.

Florida State College Jacksonville and is

project schedules. She recently works as a program planner managing

Michele, 44, is a Complete Florida

Enhance Career

services in collection, analysis and dissemination of data. Their data is a resource for industry, government, non-profits and academia that offers

Allison Tyler Romer

has developed programs for numerous organizations including the City of

Larry Abele

forward to working on collaborative efforts with this team.”

Michelle said. “The biggest impact will come from multiple organizations credit and no degree, we know there isn’t a one size fits all solution,”

Kathy McDonald, Monica Vandenberg, and Allison Tyler Romer.

Joining Michelle on the Florida Alliance are Larry Abele, Keith Richard,

addressed degree attainment solutions for returning adults. Their goal is institutional consortia and partner organizations to accomplish its goals,

Florida. Complete College America uses an alliance of states, systems,

Complete College America helps put in place strategies that support students’ success in 

nonprofit organization that works to increase the number of Americans 

Since our program started, we’ve helped 1,086 students graduate, we exceeded 2,000 enrolled students for the 2017-18 academic year.

Student Spotlight:

College Classes Enhance Career Experience

Jessica, a mother of two children. Complete

educational goals so that I

“I want to achieve my

Armando

“I want to finish my college

Charmae

“It’s the least amount of hassle and tech, low-hassle, online

~Luis

“Employers want professionals, and Complete

≈§l7

~Allyshaun

my post-military career.”

“I believe that being enrolled

~Jessica

“Saying something about diseases that affect our

~Charmae

“Employers want

~Armando

~Malik

~Malik

Want to Help Students Graduate? Make Learning Personal
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Why Colleges are Boosting Efforts to Recruit Transfer Students

2.4 Million Floridians Have Some College Credit but No Diploma. 

Complete Florida. To broaden its”
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